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About This Game

Virtual Foosball

Virtual Foosball is a foosball simulation for Windows. The game is playable in a singleplayer modus with 5 premade difficulty
levels. you can also create your own difficulty level to have an equivalent enemy to your own skills. There is also a multiplayer

modus for 1 vs 1 games against your friends and the Steam community.

The game contains the option to customize your foosballtable layout a little bit. You can change the look of the tableframe, the
colour of the players , the look of the field and the color of the ball to design yourself a table that you like.

To control the game you just need your mouse and your keyboard. With the mouse you can move the rods back and forth or
shoot with dynamic speed.

You are automatically playing the players that are close to the ball and the keeper is played by an AI. But you can play every
player you like instead of the computers choise by pressing a key on the keyboard.
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Title: Virtual Foosball
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Simulation, Sports
Developer:
Shrimmeling Studio
Publisher:
Shrimmeling Studio
Release Date: 7 May, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel i5

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 660

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 1 GB available space

Additional Notes: Requires broadband internet connection for multiplayer

English
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virtual foosball. virtual foosball table

Was a faithful recreation of the classic Master of Orion 1\/2. Now its a line item in my library because:

1) The game hangs loading the map on any new game. Its impossible to actually launch a new game. Despite numerous reports
of this issue, no update since the last one that broke it in 2017 has been forthcoming. But they still sell it.

2) Gameplay gets a bit flat later in the game (when you can actually launch it). There is much less dimension to this game than
others out there.

If you own one of those others games, play it and pass on this buggy mess.. Calmed me down after a tilting game of League. I
love the smell of napalm in the morning.. There was no update since August 2014 (and this is 5 months ago).

I thinks its just a little project to earn money.. No more Moves!
No more Moves!
No more Moves!
No more Moves!. Nice game it has an editor,2 cool levels,Nice world but its in the beta for 4€ really good LIKE
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A neat attempt to revitalize the foundation you've already made. Though it's at most a tech demo, the old arcade style in through
one side out the opposite made for some interesting takes on old mechanics. One of the levels even introduced mechanics not
seen in any previous game, from collecting more than 5 prisoners, to teleporters, to carrying momentum through teleports. It
shows me that they still have new ideas to keep the game fresh. The last 5 levels were from Mighty Switch Force 1, and I had
slowdown issues with it. Maybe because it's all in one screen with all the background stuff going on. I didn't get the chance to
play local co-op, and there is no online co-op. As much as I want to recommend this, I can't. It's way to early, and it needs more
content. Hopefully WayForward can add more to this idea and keep the ball running, maybe even make it easy for fan mod
support.. its amazing. I like it so far! the things i like most is they re-use the theme from the 1st game (Wrath of the White
Witch) in this DLC which makes me have nostalgia of the 1st game . Like Golden Grove, Boss Battle, etc. But i do wish that we
could see some character from the 1st game. Horrible Controls and movement physics. The game its self may have some good
content and level design, however there is no fun to be had only frustration and for $14.99 there is no way I can recommend the
game, even on sale I can't recommend. In addition at least two of the positive reviews are fake, I never knew how people could
tell if a review was fake and so when I saw two reviews for Unit 4 each with comments saying they are fake, I thought I would
look a little closer. Both are written by profiles set on private, which alone doesn't justify suspicion, however they both only
have a few games and "2" Reviews and when I looked at the two reviews for both those accounts they were both for the exact
same 2 games which also happened to be 2 games developed by the same company as eachother with similar reviews. In
conclusion I recommend you, the reader, avoid this game, not because of sketchy reviews but because the most important part
of any platformer is movement and controls and physics and this game has all of those wrong, and I love platformers so this was
quite a disapointment.. Now that we are on par with PS4 version of the game i honestly think this is a great game. There are
couple mandatory things that still need to be adressed like desync problems, and man the variations i really really hope they
listen to the community and make custom variations viable in tournament and ranked. I know they said making an UI for that
ain't a problem, there is something else that is the problem but man if they figure it out it's 10\/10. During me giving that review
that stuff is still not in the game so i'll give it 7\/10. Never recieved my 15 days. Like someone previous had said this is like
Angry Birds but with really nice artwork. That's actually what drove me to get this game, I really like the little lightbulb art. I do
however find it a bit buggy, mostly with aiming and sometimes when switching levels it freezes. This game is really a time killer
and I enjoy it!. Totaly SUXX!. i love it!, really relaxing game, easy quest line and a good time passer, also really addictive..
Greatest of games. just simple and fun.
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